
    Peter Doyle is one of the industry’s true

masters of motion picture color finishing.

Working from his grading theatre at

Technicolor London, in the heart of SoHo,

Doyle has served many of the world’s

greatest filmmakers and cinematogra-

phers, related to the development of their

color pipeline and workflows, beginning in

the planning and pre-production phases

all the way through dailies, final color-

grading, and mastering for the home and

other ancillary channels of distribution.

Doyle has served Director Peter Jackson

throughout the production and completion

of The Lord Of The Rings trilogy, among

other Jackson-directed motion pictures.

The Lord Of The Rings: The Fellowship Of

The Rings was the first film to win an

Oscar for Cinematography that employed

the digital intermediate process. Doyle

also handled the color-finishing responsi-

bilities for the Harry Potter franchise,

including the recently graded HDR ver-

sions of the films. He performed final color-

grading work on Fantastic Beasts And

Where To Find Them to great acclaim. Aside

from having a world-class eye for color, he is

also one of the most technologically savvy

artists in the industry.

    Over the last few years, as the motion

picture industry has embraced HDR (High

Dynamic Range), Doyle has been one of the

creative leads within Technicolor’s

Production Services’ division as related to

the company’s engagement and execution of

HDR finishing for many films, inclusive of the

first HDR finishes for Directors Tim Burton

and David Yates. He is currently working

with Directors Joel Coen, Ethan Coen, and

Joe Wright.

    Gary Reber Widescreen Review: Peter,

there has been a tremendous amount of

progress made in a very short time as HDR

becomes a regular staple in major artistic

endeavors and movies, and even in televi-

sion. In your opinion what are some of the

key creative choices that need to be made

to best utilize and understand the impact

HDR can have on the entire storytelling

process?

    Peter Doyle: The first question is: how is

higher dynamic range to be

embraced? By having a higher

dynamic range you also get a

greater color space, a greater

amount of color. It really

becomes a question of how

visceral or how immersive you

want the experience of your

particular program or film to

be.

    In terms of a story that pret-

ty much becomes a discussion

of how iconic or how graphic

versus how visceral, how realis-

tic, how immersive you want

the experience to be.

    If we think of a lot of films

that are very stylized, their

actual dynamic range is quite

reduced, and that is the very

thing that makes them attrac-

tive. If we think of the old

black-and-white photographs

from the forties or fifties, or

even the color work of [photog-

rapher and film director]

Gordon Parks for example, the
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dynamic range of those images is quite

small and their color space quite reduced,

but they are incredibly powerful.

    So the real question is: should the dynam-

ic range that is available and the color space

that is available be embraced and used as

the overall arc of a film? And, from there,

what imagery should be used to highlight or

take advantage of that dynamic range?

    If we take a classic mid shot of two peo-

ple talking, set at night outdoors against city

night lights, typically, the first discussion is

about how to represent the lights in the

background. Do you want them to be very,

very soft, very defocused, and quite sub-

dued like a Manhattan-style black-and-white

movie that Cinematographer Gordon Willis

did, or do you want them to be extremely

colorful, very sharp, very sparkling and twin-

kling?

    At that point you have the potential for

those lights to be physically as bright as they

would be on set, and you can have a discus-

sion as to what their relationship to the fore-

ground and to the actor should be. That is a

very verbose way of saying: it is all about

your lighting ratio.

    WSR Reber: So, if we begin to look at

form factors, what are the key differences in

preparing HDR content for theatrical release

on the big screen versus television entertain-

ment applications such as broadcast or pay

TV, or even some of the over-the-top environ-

ments that appear to be embracing HDR as

a medium?

    Doyle: There are lots of discussions

about the differences in light levels between

HDR on, say Dolby Pulsar at 4000 nits ver-

sus HDR10 at 1,000 nits, versus a Dolby

Vision projector at 108 nits, versus a classic

2K Xenon projection in a theatre at 48 nits.

    There is a lot of discussion and a lot of

impact on the director of photography’s

craft. Then there is a lot of discussion about

the differences in color spaces that are avail-

able: with laser projectors with P3, with HDR,

with future Rec. 2020, and with Xenon pro-

jection, etc. What is not necessarily dis-

cussed much is the impact of screen size.

    That is being addressed by the manufac-

turers. The classic case being IMAX: really,

really big screens, and over here in Europe

the independent operators who would be

running smaller screens. 

    In the home environment it has been a

long time since a 21- or 27-inch TV was con-

sidered the norm. Now we see numbers like

48 and 65 inches being the norm. 

    I think screen size has an enormous bear-

ing on the impact of HDR.  For example,

again, if we take the classic image of a mid-

shot of two people talking at night against a

city backdrop, on a 48-inch or 65-inch moni-

tor you could set the lights to be bright and

quite colorful.

    The actual physical size on the screen

would mean those lights would not physically

emit anywhere near the amount of light that

they would on a 60-foot laser projected

screen. If you took what would be a strong

and powerful lightening flash, or a quite icon-

ic hard image on a 48-inch monitor and put

in on a 60-foot screen at full brightness, it

could well become extremely confronting

and physically uncomfortable.
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    This is what the filmmakers I work with are

reacting to. It is not necessarily the actual

light level itself, it is almost the average

screen brightness, which is dependent on

the screen size. 

    A classic case would be a courtroom

drama when the main character exits the

courtroom to the flash of a flash bulb. On a

48- or 65-inch monitor you can really play

with that and have the flash bulbs flash to

1,000 nits. It is quite good fun. It is quite vis-

ceral, and it is very powerful.

    If you did the same thing for a theatrical

release, it could well be too much. You

would have the entire cinema light up. It

would be almost as if you were taking your

theatrical narrative experience into the world

of performance art or an installation piece

where that kind of visceral experience 

succeeds.

    That is not something audiences have

experienced, and I think it would be a very

interesting area to play with. Should we stay

within the limits of the movies as we know

them, or do we push the experience into

almost a concert project?

    That is something I am looking forward to

filmmakers starting to work with. Do we stay

with the narrative movie experience as we

know movies, or do you push into the experi-

ence of an immersive performance installa-

tion piece?

    WSR Reber: So you really have to think of

the primary destination and the size of the

screens involved as you make decisions

about how you optimize and push the limits

of HDR?

    Doyle: Historically, the display or distribu-

tion medium or the actual physical asset that

was being made was very known. It was a

film print, and each director would have their

favorite color timer and their favorite print

stock and some magic soup in the lab. But

ultimately everybody had a common goal as

to what they were making. Whereas, now we

really do have the question, if we want to

explore it, of what medium we use, given

that we have the possibility of extreme

dynamic range, extreme brightness, and

extreme colors.

    That is not to say we have to use all these

possibilities, just that they are now available.

It is very much like when the introduction of

digital created the potential for extremely

loud soundtracks. Different people experi-

mented with that, and there was a resur-

gence of concert films because the actual

soundtracks were great and really good

quality.

    In the case of HDR, the basic motifs we

use for a film can still apply. It is just a ques-

tion of when you do you want to have some-

thing really bright, when do you want to

make it hyper realistic versus iconic? These

are very interesting discussions that have not

really been available to us before, at least

not within the realm of classic filmmaking.

    WSR Reber: There has been a lot of talk

about the great variety of HDR formats out

there. To what degree does that complexity

affect you and the artistic decisions you

make? 

    Doyle: In some ways, not so much. I think

the industry overall has learnt its lessons

over the years with different formats. One of

the great advantages of HDR at the moment

is that we have the whole tone map and the

metadata concept.

    To an extent, it really is a decision of, do

we go with HDR10 or Dolby Vision? A couple

of the other formats tend to be more suited

to a broadcast scenario, so they do not

directly impact what I am doing.

    What we are being promised is that the

different formats are not necessarily compati-

ble but will translate from the other formats.

So we have to put some faith in that and

work within the system. The other thing, at

least for me, is that the brightness levels and

the color spaces now on offer are probably

sufficient.

    There is now talk of a 10,000-nit monitor,

and I am personally pondering what I would

do with 10,000-nit whiteness. It is a bit like

having 120 dBs available for your sound-

track. I guess you could use it at some point,

but it would be physically exhausting.

    Likewise, the color space offered by Rec.

2020 and P3 are actually pretty good. It is

not often that we would want to go more than

that. We really are getting to the limits of

human perception. 

    WSR Reber: As we go through the differ-

ent steps of the HDR process, how early

should we begin having these HDR conver-

sations about how we want to manage light

as a storytelling actively? 

    How does that translate into editing and

preproduction? At what point do you think

we need to begin having creative discus-

sions about the role that this expanded

range of light is appropriate?

    Doyle: Discussions should start at the

very beginning when everyone is working

through their fabrics, and the paint on set

and the director of photography is still work-

ing through his lighting design, when we are

still choosing the lens that we want to work

with.

    HDR will define what a film is going to be
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as an entity: whether it will it be a super-high

contrast black-and-white or a very subdued

two-tone color; whether it will feel retro or

feel very modern; how immersive it will be.

    Then it is also a question of what the main

deliverable for the film will be, and of how

much we want to let the main distribution

stream define the look of the film.

    Do we reproduce that main distribution

version within the other mediums or do we

factor in some abilities so that we really have

some differences in the different versions,

and then what would those differences be?

Is that something we have to factor in when

we shoot, or is that something that we can

pick up when we are in post-production?

    The first thing is for everybody to get a

good feel of what HDR is capable of, and the

second thing is to have a pragmatic discus-

sion about how many people will see the

film, whether it is something we are doing for

now or for the future, and make a decision

as to what concessions we want to make. Do

we want an HDR version to be quite different

and to embrace those dynamic range differ-

ences, or should it reproduce this one film?

    The most extreme way to think of it is: do

you make a black-and-white and a color ver-

sion of the film, or do you make a version of

your film and that is what is reproduced?

    Having worked with HDR at 4,000 nits for

a while, something I am actively encouraging

is for DPs to get a good working knowledge

of HDR and to carefully consider the quality

of their light and the light sources they use.

    If used incorrectly, HDR can be extremely

destructive to a filmmaker’s intent. The most

typical example is the classic close-up on a

lead actress. A lot of effort is put into getting

perfect lighting: fantastic rim light, three-

quarter backlight and super soft foreground,

and the perfect eye light so that it is lit for a

certain contrast ratio.

    You can destroy all that work by taking it

to HDR and winding up the contrast or the

dynamic range—I tend to feel that those two

words are interchangeable—and suddenly

find lots of speculars that absolutely destroy

the lighting ratios.

    What you are doing is changing the dis-

play medium and, therefore, what the DP

had in mind may not necessarily translate so

well. That is something one needs to be very

mindful of.

    WSR Reber: It sounds that a degree of

HDR literacy needs to be expanded beyond

the community of colorists to these other dis-

ciplines. Do we really need to have a work-

ing understanding of how HDR affects the

different disciplines within the content cre-

ation process?

    Doyle: I’m sorry to condense it into one

word, but it could almost be put down to one

word: taste, because the reality is that HDR

is a new display medium. There are a lot of

industrial and commercial factors involved.

    I think the manufacturers have done a

great job. They have given us a new display

medium. How awesome is that? Now there is

some pressure to show it off, and that is

where there has been a slightly uneasy rela-

tionship with the creative community.

    There is a view that they did not design

their work to be displayed on that medium so

the work cannot be expanded to use that

medium. Reaching for things to show off the

medium is fraught with issues. Are you

respecting the creative intent or are you

going for a re-imagining of the creative

intent?

    We are in a transition period at the

moment. HDR is not quite the mainstream

defining medium. Therefore, its look does not

define the overall aesthetic of the film, but

that opens up all the classic questions about

archives. Are you making the film to be seen

today, and what concessions do you make

for possible display mediums in the future?

    A case in point: I am working with some

filmmakers on a film to be released in 2020.

We sit around a table and try to second

guess how our film will be viewed in the year

2020. We can only work with SMPTE and

with the various industry bodies, have a talk

with the manufacturers, and make stuff to
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industry specs. It is very interesting to try

and second-guess what will be the aesthetic

in three years time.

    That is a very interesting question, and

one is not necessarily philosophized about

very much. I think a lot of filmmakers tend to

be intuitive about their craft. They tend to

make the film they want to make, for today.

    It is not often you make a film today for

what it would look like in three years time.

For example, I am in the process of remas-

tering the Harry Potter series for HDR. We

are taking the filmmakers’ efforts from 2001

through to 2008, and we are viewing those in

this new medium in 2017, so we have a dou-

ble whammy. It’s not just the display medi-

um, but the zeitgeist of how films look today

compared to then. That question comes up

when you are remastering older titles. 

    That same question comes up when you

are doing an HDR version of a contemporary

film. How much do you change it for that

medium? If you are taking an older title, do

you change the look of that film for a con-

temporary audience?

    WSR Reber: It reminds me of the col-

orization debate we had some years ago.

    Doyle: Yes, you could say the whole col-

orization debate was an extreme example,

but to a degree, colorization was reproduc-

ing the film in a way that was never intended,

whereas HDR is a little less intrusive and is

very interesting, even if you don't embrace

the physicality of the increased light levels

and their possibilities.

    HDR display devices are just much better

in terms of less flare; the blacks are less cor-

rupted, the whites are sharper. So, as a dis-

play medium, HDR can be less intrusive and

can be more neutral.

    Every filmmaker I have worked with, and I

can imagine every other, would want their

blacks reproduced the way that they envis-

age their film. That is what drove their lens

selections. It is certainly what drove how

much smoke they had on set. It is what

drove the choice of lighting from HMI to

Fresnel to LEDs to Kino to how much muslin

they put in front, whether they went with

some Pro-Mist.

    An HDR display medium can guarantee

that whatever you do and design will be

reproduced. Previous to that, with SDR and

the different mediums, it was a little less pre-

dictable.

    We even had a point six or seven years

ago where, depending on the studio, you

had different gammas. Even though they

were going to be displayed on the same

monitor, each studio had a slightly different

idea of what that monitor was.

    So some films were being graded to a

gamma 2.2, others to a gamma 2.4. The

actual contrast ratio was being changed

based on assumptions as to what the final

device was. Now, even though there are dif-

ferent HDR formats, HDR is actually bringing

a greater unity in some ways.

    WSR Reber: Peter, what is your message

to the community of creatives and to others

involved? What should we take from this, and

what is your message as to how we can get

the most from this new technology in a

rational manner?

    Doyle: In my view, it would be to think of

HDR as the new non-theatrical master ver-

sion. So you would have your theatrical mas-

ter version and your HDR version, and the

HDR version would be for home entertain-

ment. That is certainly the view being

embraced by several of the studios and dis-

tribution mediums.

    There should be no concerns that HDR in

the cinema is going to be like HDR on a

monitor. It is going to be quite a long time

before we see a 1,000-nit projector. So the

message would be to embrace HDR and to

not view it as having a look in itself.

    As a display medium, it is more pre-

dictable, and technically, it is giving us

everything we have always wanted: super

clean blacks that are black, very little flare;

the potential, if we want it, for extremely

bright images, and a really great color

space. It does not clip out until it is really

bright. P3 and eventfully Rec. 2020 are good

color spaces to display in.

    With wardrobe and make-up, we can real-

ly do some great things with HDR. When he

made Big Eyes, Tim Burton went back to

make-up manufacturer Maybelline to get a

very particular retro pink lipstick from the six-

ties for Amy Adams. We were able to repro-

duce that specific color and know that it

would translate through. That was a great

thing.

    Likewise, for the HDR release of the TV

science fiction series Black Mirror we did

with Joe Wright, makeup was very specific.

The idea of some super-tanned, blonde-

haired, blue-eyed characters was very

important to the narrative, and we were really

able to get the fantastic color separation

between the blue eyes and to have the gold

of the hair translate across as gold and not

seep into the greenish yellows that perhaps

the 709 would give us.

    Then, for night scenes, we were able to

have really great blacks. So, in some ways

it’s better not to think of HDR as really bright

television but as a more predictable and

cleaner way to reproduce whatever look we

come up with.

    WSR Reber: Thank you, Peter, for such

an in-depth education overview of the cre-

ative applications for HDR. WSR


